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Gordon Orians

The Eminent Ecologist Award
recognizes a senior ecologist for
sustained and distinguished contri-
butions to both science and society.
The Eminent Ecologist for 1998 is

EMINENT ECOLOGIST

AWARD

The Distinguished Service Cita-
tion is given to an ecologist for long
and distinguished service to the

influential special short courses
and workshops aimed at young
scientists and graduate students.
His numerous service activities for
ESA and its sister societies are on
top of his outstanding achievements
as a researcher and a teacher at both
graduate and undergraduate levels.
Those who know him well, know
that it is, above all, his humanity
and generosity that have made
him such a superb contributor to
ecology both nationally and inter-
nationally.
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Gordon Orians of the University of
Washington.

Dr. Orians has been responsible
for major, and fundamental, contribu-
tions in scholarship in numerous
areas of ecology, evolution, and biol-
ogy including behavioral ecology,
population dynamics, plant–herbivore
interactions, community ecology, hu-
man ecology, co-evolution, plant
ecology, and general biology. More-
over, his scholarship reaches out to
“students” of every kind and level.
For example, his two textbooks on
general biology have influenced
many tens of thousands of beginning
biologists and educated citizens
worldwide; his books on optimal for-
aging and on the adaptational biology
of marsh-nesting blackbirds have
been used in hundreds of graduate
seminars devoted to exploring the
evolution of ecological relationships
within and among species. His book
on global biogeochemical cycles
signals Gordon’s commitment to

Simon Levin

illustrating how ecological and evo-
lutionary principles must be a part
of dealing with the many environ-
mental crises facing our world to-
day. In 1989, Gordon was elected to
the National Academy of Sciences.

Although this brief outline is far
too short to list even briefly his
numerous accomplishments, we
would be remiss not to mention that
he has trained an astonishing num-
ber of the most influential and im-
portant scientists in evolutionary
ecology. To have produced such a
distinguished group of intellectual
offspring in itself would almost
qualify him as eminent ecologist.
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Society, to the larger scientific
community, or to the larger pur-
pose of application of ecology to
the public welfare. This year’s re-
cipient is Simon Levin of Princeton
University.

Simon Levin has served the ESA
selflessly and highly effectively
in numerous capacities. In addition
to serving as President, he took on
the challenges of serving as the
first Editor-in-Chief of Ecological
Applications. In launching this new
journal, he assembled a top-notch
editorial board, attracted out-
standing contributions, and ar-
ranged innovative special features
that attracted a great deal of atten-
tion. His leadership may be credited
with making Ecological Applica-
tions an outstanding success and a
great credit to ESA. He has also
been a tireless organizer, instigator,
and leader of countless enormously




